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ABSTRACT
Bay of Bengal: Coupling of Pre-Monsoon Tropical Cyclones with the
Monsoon Onset in Myanmar
by
Boniface O. Fosu, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2014

Major Professor: Dr. Simon S. -Y. Wang
Department: Plants, Soils, and Climate
The pre-monsoon tropical cyclone (TC) activity and the monsoon evolution in the
Bay of Bengal (BoB) are both influenced by the Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO), but
the two do not always occur in unison. This study examines the conditions that allow the
MJO to modulate the monsoon onset in Myanmar and TC activity concurrently. By using
the APHRODITE gridded precipitation and the ERA-Interim reanalysis datasets,
composite evolutions of monsoon rainfall and TC genesis are constructed for the period
of 1979-2010. It is found that the MJO exhibits a strong interannual variability in terms
of phase and intensity, which in some years modulate the conditions for BoB TCs to
shortly precede or form concurrently with the monsoon onset in Myanmar. Such a
modulation is absent in years of weaker MJO events. Further understanding of the
interannual variability of MJO activity could facilitate the prediction of the monsoon
onset and TC formation in the BoB.
(38 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
Bay Of Bengal: Coupling of Pre-Monsoon Tropical Cyclones with the
Monsoon Onset in Myanmar
Myanmar remained largely closed to the world through political instability for

several years, when it continued to suffer terribly at the hands of nature that remained
largely unknown. Of note is the period between 2008 and 2013, during which the country
suffered at least eight major natural calamities that killed more than 141,000 people and
affected 3.2 million. The worst of these was Cyclone Nargis in May 2008 that killed
more than 130,000. With an estimated $4 billion in damages, Nargis remains the
deadliest and most destructive named cyclone ever to have occurred in the North Indian
Ocean. Recent studies have shown that, due to increased greenhouse gases and aerosol
loading in the atmosphere, more and stronger tropical cyclones (TCs) in the last three
decades are tracking eastwards toward the Indochina peninsula. Unfortunately, the
Burmese lack the capacity to deal with the impacts of such storms.
Myanmar was left behind as the world made significant technological and
industrial advancement; but agriculture, which employs at least 65% of the active labor
force, has remained the backbone of the Myanmar economy – an industry that is heavily
reliant on monsoon rainfall. The pre-monsoon TC season in the Bay of Bengal (BoB)
precedes the onset of the Myanmar monsoon but sometimes the two (i.e.TC formation
and the monsoon onset) occur in unison. This work studied the mechanism by which the
Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO) modulates the Myanmar monsoon onset and TC
activity collectively (i.e. ISO-Onset-TC connection). Avoiding TC destruction at the
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beginning of the planting season is crucial, so is the monsoon onset date critical for
planning. Additional understanding of the aforementioned ISO-Onset-TC connection
could provide further insight into predicting the Myanmar monsoon onset and aid in
disaster planning for TC impact.
This research is part of a two-year NASA funded project to study extreme climate
and weather events.

Boniface O. Fosu
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The early onset of the South Asian summer monsoon (SASM) occurs in the Bay
of Bengal (BoB) during May, followed by the onset over the South China Sea, and then
over India (e.g. Wu and Zhang 1998; Mao and Wu 2007). Together with the formation of
the BoB monsoon trough (Fig. 1a), the seasonal warming of sea surface temperature
(SST), which peaks in May, provides favorable conditions not only for rainfall but also
for tropical cyclones (TCs) (Wang et al. 2013). In contrast to other tropical cyclone
basins, the BoB has two distinct seasonal peaks in TC occurrence. The first TC season
occurs in May before the SASM onset (pre-monsoon), and the second spans from
October to November, after the monsoon (post-monsoon); this is shown in Fig. 1b. After
the monsoon matures, prevailing low-level southwesterly winds and upper level easterly
winds together create a strong vertical wind shear, prohibiting TC formation and
development. As a result, tropical disturbances that form at the heart of the monsoon
season (June-August) seldom develop into TCs; instead they form monsoon depressions
(Yoon and Huang 2012).
Intraseasonal oscillations (ISOs) affect monsoon development and TC formation
in the BoB. While key conditions necessary for TC formation such as high SST, low
vertical shear and low-level vorticity (e.g. Gray 1979) are present in the BoB during the
pre-monsoon season, TCs do not arise simply because these conditions are met (Riehl
1950; Bergeron 1954). Additional forcing such as ISO is needed to trigger tropical
cyclogenesis (Emanuel 2003; Krishnamohan et al. 2012). As was pointed out by Kikuchi
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and Wang (2010), about 60% of TCs that form over the Indian Ocean do so in association
with signiﬁcant ISO events.
The Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) is the dominant component of
intraseasonal oscillations observed in the global tropics (Madden and Julian 1971).
Owing to its connection to these and other weather systems, the MJO affects global
medium and extended range weather forecasts (e.g. Hendon et al. 1999). The MJO is
characterized by large regions of both enhanced (i.e. positive phase) and suppressed (i.e.
negative phase) convection, which propagates eastwards slowly (~ 5 𝑚𝑠 !! ) through the
portion of the Indian and Pacific oceans where the sea surface is warm, with a period of
about 30 to 60 days. The MJO constantly interacts with the underlying ocean and
influences many weather and climate systems (Zhang 2005). In the tropics, the MJO
modifies the large-scale circulation anomalies conducive for TC development; this is the
case in the BoB (Krishnamohan 2012; Kikuchi and Wang 2010). During the positive
phase of the MJO (based upon convergence over the Indian Ocean-western Pacific
region), synoptic conditions that are favorable for TC development are considerably
enhanced (Maloney and Hartmann 2000; Bessafi and Wheeler 2006; Ho et al. 2006).
From now we will refer to this ISO-TC relationship as the “ISO-TC connection.”
The MJO also influences the onset and intensity of the SASM by modulating the
distinctive monsoon lifecycle. In addition to the day-to-day fluctuations of weather with
timescales of five to seven days, a characteristic feature of monsoon rainfall is prolonged
spells of dry and wet conditions often lasting for two to three weeks. Extended periods of
such monsoon inactivity are known as monsoon breaks, and have long been associated
with ISOs (Ramamurthy 1969; Raghavan 1973). The dry and wet spells of active and
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break conditions represent intraseasonal variation of the monsoon with timescales longer
than synoptic variability (1–10 days) but shorter than a season (Dakshinamurthy and
Keshavamurthy 1976; Alexander et al. 1978). While the positive phase of the MJO
(enhanced convection) affects both the timing and intensity of the SASM, the negative
phase (suppressed convection) initiates breaks in the monsoon and can even prematurely
end the monsoon (Waliser 2005; Wang 2006). Hereafter we refer to the MJO-onset
relationship discussed above as the “ISO-Onset connection.”
Even though SASM variability and TC development in the BoB have been
studied, the mechanism by which the MJO modulates the monsoon onset and TC activity
collectively has not been explored. In other words, the relationship between the
aforementioned ISO-Onset and ISO-TC connections remains unclear – we refer to this as
the “ISO-Onset-TC connection.” In the following analyses, we show that certain
(stronger) MJO events can provide unique conditions for pre-monsoon TCs in the BoB to
shortly precede, or form concurrently with the monsoon onset, further enhancing rainfall
in Myanmar. Although the BoB is the least active TC basin in the world, it has the
tendency of generating some of the worlds deadliest TCs.
Myanmar is highly vulnerable to the impact of tropical cyclones that form in the
BoB, as was exemplified by tropical cyclone Nargis in May 2008. According to the
United Nations, tropical cyclone Nargis caused catastrophic destruction with at least
130,000 reported fatalities (Webster 2008; McPhaden et al. 2009) and an estimated $4
billion in damages, making it the most destructive storm ever to hit the basin. But
although destructive, tropical cyclones are important rain bearers.
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Fig. 1
a Mean 850-mb streamfunction (Ψ) (contour interval: 1.2 10 6 m 2 s −1 ) of
May, overlaid with all post 1979 spring cyclogenesis locations (red
typhoon symbols ) in the BoB. b Tropical storm count in the BoB and
rainfall distribution averaged from the orange box in a (western and
central Myanmar). Hurricane force storms (red TC symbols) are cyclones
with wind speeds greater than 107 km/h.
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The rainfall contribution of all pre-monsoon BoB storms to western and central Myanmar
is shown in Fig. 1b. More than 22 % of the world’s population depends inextricably on
the South Asian summer monsoon, which contributes as much as 75 % of the total annual
rainfall in major parts of the region (Dhar and Nandargi 2003). The substantial variability
of onset and duration of the summer monsoon exerts a strong control on water resources,
agriculture, economics, ecosystems, and human mortality throughout South Asia (Ashfaq
et al. 2009). Having only recently opened to the western world after years of civil unrest
and political instability, Myanmar employs 65 % of its active labor force in agriculture,
an industry that is heavily reliant on monsoon and TC rainfall. Furthermore, Wang et al
(2013) have reported increased pre-monsoon TC activity in the BoB, characterized by
stronger TCs with eastward-tending tracks. This change is attributed to increased
anthropogenic aerosol loading in the atmosphere. Given the dependence of Burmese on
monsoon rainfall and the negative TC impact in the region, the accurate prediction of the
Myanmar monsoon onset, and its coupling with TCs as we hypothesize in this paper is an
issue of both scientific and societal importance. Additional understanding of the ISOonset-TC connection could provide further insight into predicting the Myanmar monsoon
onset and aid in disaster planning for TC impact.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: chapter 2 briefly outlines the data
used. In chapter 3, we introduce terminologies used throughout this study, and describe
the analytical procedures utilized. Results portraying the MJO’s influence on (a) BoB
tropical cyclogeneses and on (b) the Myanmar monsoon onset concurrently are discussed
in chapter 4. Finally, a summary, and conclusions are provided in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
DATA SOURCES
Four datasets were used in this study. The European Centre for Medium Range

Forecasts reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011), available on a 1.5° by 1.5° latitude and longitude
grid was used to compute streamfunction (Ψ), velocity potential (χ), and vertical wind
shear (VWS). For rainfall, the Asian Precipitation Highly-Resolved Observational Data
Integration

Towards

Evaluation

(APHRODITE)

of

Water

Resources

gridded

precipitation dataset available on a 0.5° grid (Yatagai et al. 2012), was analyzed from
1979 to 2010. Next, the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) sea
surface temperature (SST) with a spatial resolution of about 1.875° by 1.875° (Kistler et
al. 2001) was utilized, along with the NOAA outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) dataset.
TC best track records were obtained from the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) at
their webpage http://www.usno.navy.mil/NOOC/nmfc-ph/RSS/jtwc/best_tracks. The
JTWC website provides positional information on latitude and longitude, of the storm
track, maximum sustained winds and central pressure; all at six-hour intervals. Tropical
cyclone genesis day was defined when a disturbance was first classified as a tropical
depression in the BoB.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
Here we provide a description of analytical methods used. Interpretation and

discussion of the results are presented in chapter 4.
3.1 Onset definition
For the identification of yearly monsoon onset dates, we used western and central
Myanmar (16! -23! N and 92! -97! E) as the location, specified by the orange box in Fig.
1a. The monsoon onset in Myanmar varies with location. According to Htway and
Matsumoto (2011), there are four climatological monsoon onset regions in Myanmar.
These regions include but may not be limited to the Southern, Eastern, Western and
Central, and Northern regions of Myanmar. When TC’s make landfall, they die down as
they suck dry air and move farther inwards. Moreover, most BoB TCs in the recent epoch
have the tendency of tracking eastwards towards the Eastern Coast of the Indochina
peninsula, where the first point of impact is Western Myanmar. Furthermore, the
observed monsoon rainfall in Myanmar is most variable in the central part. This makes
western and central Myanmar the region most vulnerable to tropical cyclone impact, and
the region most susceptible to the effect of monsoon variability; hence our decision to
limit our analysis to western and central Myanmar.
To define monsoon onset, various meteorological parameters have been used with
mixed results; these include wind speed and direction (Matsumoto 1992), precipitation
(Matsumoto 1997; Wang and Lin 2002), outgoing longwave radiation (Murakami and
Matsumoto 1994) and cloud amount (Tanaka 1992). Among these parameters, rainfall is
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used operationally since its variation reflects the variability of the monsoon circulation
system in general. The present definition of monsoon onset as used by the Myanmar
Department of Meteorology and Hydrology is the first day of three consecutive rainy
days with daily rainfall amount of 2.54 mm or more. Yet, it is not uncommon to have
three days of significant rainfall resulting from propagating tropical disturbances that
may be unrelated to the development of monsoonal winds. It was therefore imperative to
isolate such “bogus” onsets.
Against this backdrop, and knowing the monsoon exhibits a strong seasonal
variability, we defined a new onset selection scheme that could pick the yearly onset
dates as representative as possible. First, we used the mean May precipitation to
normalize daily precipitation data, after which a 5-days running mean was applied.
Beginning April 1, the onset criteria was satisfied on any day from which the
accumulated rainfall of the preceding 14 days was less than the accumulated rainfall of
the following 14 days. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2 for every year since 1979.
To ensure the difference between the two totals was substantial, as is expected to
characterize monsoon onsets, the difference had to be greater than a third of the total May
precipitation.
3.2 Velocity potential and streamfunction representation of the MJO
To illustrate the large-scale circulation patterns associated with the MJO and
monsoonal flow, we used streamfunction (Ψ) and velocity potential (χ) formulations. In
lower latitudes, the geostrophic balance breaks down as the Coriolis parameter becomes
small. Streamfunction and velocity potential therefore become more suitable scalar
variables for depicting flow patterns than other traditional variables (Li et al. 2006), such
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mm

10 6 m 2 s −1

Fig. 2
850-hPa unfiltered Ψ fields (shaded), superimposed with 30-60 days
bandpassed Ψ (contours, interval: 0.7 10 6 m 2 s−1) averaged over longitude 80-100
E. Histograms of daily precipitation from April through July over western and
central Myanmar for each year is overlaid in blue. Red and green lines show
onset and tropical cyclogenesis dates respectively.
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as pressure and geopotential height (Palmer 1952). Thus, Ψ and χ are more suitable for
analyzing flow patterns when spatial scales are smaller than the Rossby radius of
deformation (Li et al. 2006). According to the Helmholtz theorem of vector calculus, and
its mathematical formulation for two-dimensional fluid flow, on a simple domain, flow
can be divided into a purely irrotational term and a non-divergent (solenoidal) term
(Adames et al. 2013):
𝑢 = ∇!   − ∇ ×  (k𝜓)
where χ is velocity potential and 𝜓 is the streamfunction. χ and 𝜓  are related to
divergence (D) and vorticity (𝜁), respectively, by the Laplacian operator (∇):
∇!!   𝜓 =   𝜁
∇!!   𝜒 = 𝐷
where ∇!! represents the two-dimensional Laplacian operator over the surface of the Earth
(radius a = 6,353 km). The operator has the form:
!

!

!

!

!!

∇!!   =  !! !"#$  !"   cos   !"   +  !! !"#! !  !!!   
  
where 𝜙 represents latitude and 𝜆 represents longitude. An explicit solution for χ and 𝜓
has the form:
!

𝜓 𝜆, 𝜙 = !! ∫ 𝜁 𝜆! , 𝜙 ! ln 1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 dΩ!
!

𝜒 𝜆, 𝜙 = !! ∫ 𝐷 𝜆! , 𝜙 ! ln 1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 dΩ!
where 𝛾(𝜆, 𝜆! , 𝜙, 𝜙 ! ) is the central angle between two arbitrary points on the surface of
the Earth (Fig. 3). Essentially, χ and 𝜓 describe the gravest planetary modes of vorticity
and divergence, as the application of an inverse Laplacian acts as a spatial-smoother ope-
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**(λ*,*ϕ)!

L"
(λ',ϕ')
γ!
ϕ!

ϕ'

λ'&λ

Fig. 3
Schematic showing the variables used in calculating velocity potential and
streamfunction in the equations described in section 3.2. L is defined as the
chord distance between the two points( λ, φ ) and ( λ ', φ ' .)
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rator (Hendon 1986; Geisler and Pitcher 1988). By keeping rotational (irrotational, 𝜓)
flow constant (i.e. 0), we can analyze only the divergent (rotational, χ) part of the flow.
This property makes the two fields suitable for studying the MJO, which is characterized
by its zonal wavenumber 1-3 kinematic structure. A schematic representation of variables
used in calculating χ and 𝜓 is illustrated in Fig. 3.
3.3 Composite evolution of the monsoon, and TCs
The remainder of this study will be based upon composites of the time evolution
of rainfall and various atmospheric fields relative to monsoon onset dates in Myanmar
and cyclogenesis dates over the BoB. Recently, the use of χ as a diagnostic tool for
studying the MJO has received renewed attention. Chen and Del Genio (2008) developed
an MJO index which was based on extended EOF analysis, applied to pentad-mean 200
hPa χ anomalies. Ventrice et al (2013) developed a variant on the index originally
developed by Wheeler and Hendon (2004) that uses velocity potential in place of OLR,
which showed an improved representation of MJO related features over the western
hemisphere. In this paper we computed χ and Ψ, and used them as the major variables in
describing the global structure of the MJO with emphasis on the Indian Ocean -Western
Pacific Ocean. Being interested in interactions between tropical convection and the MJO,
the idea was to look at the evolution of weather states as a function of the MJO phase
with time.
Using the selected onset dates, a composite evolution of monsoon rainfall was
constructed based upon the Myanmar monsoon onset relative to every year. Unlike an
evolution which is based on regular calendar days (i.e. daily climatology), the composite
evolution of Myanmar rainfall as we demonstrate in Fig 4a starts with the addition of
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precipitation 60 days prior to each onset and continues 40 additional days after, resulting
in a 101-days composite evolution. Day 0 is the average onset, or May 20 on average.
Similar composites for streamfunction (Ψ) at the 850-hPa level are displayed in Fig. 4b,
averaged over longitude 80-100°E for 1) unfiltered fields (shaded), and 2) 30-60 days
band passed fields (contours) to isolate the MJO signal. This bandpass window captures
most Northern Hemisphere summer MJO variability. For all of the fields, the seasonal
mean was removed prior to compositing. Unfiltered anomalies composited for Ψ were
smoothened slightly for the sake of plotting clarity. Tropical cyclogenesis days were then
superimposed relative to the composite onset, at the specific latitude of occurrence. The
year-to-year computation of Ψ is overlaid in Fig. 2 in comparison with each onset and TC
occurrence.
Next, more composites of Ψ and velocity potential (χ) were constructed, but here
based on the dates of tropical cyclogenesis (Fig. 5). This was done to facilitate the
depiction of the circulation features that promote TC genesis (Ventrice et al. 2013). In
addition, onset based composites of VWS, χ, OLR and SST were also computed (Fig. 6).
To explicitly depict the MJO influences as discussed earlier, a 30-60 day bandpass filter
was applied on the various fields analyzed.
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(a)

Myanmar Precipitation
Composite

Composite onset

total precipitation/mm

Monsoon break

(b)

10 6 m 2 s −1

Day relative to onset (Day 0)
Fig. 4
a Composite evolution of daily rainfall averaged over western and central
Myanmar. The average onset is May 20 (day 0, black line). b Composite
evolution of 850-hPa unfiltered Ψ fields (shaded), superimposed with 30-60
days bandpassed Ψ (contours, interval:1.6 10 6 m 2 s −1 ), averaged over longitude
80-100 E with the locations of all pre-monsoon tropical cyclogenesis (red TC
symbols) superimposed. Cyclogenesis days are plotted relative to the
composite onset, at the same latitude they occurred. The black box indicates
where the definition of coupled TC-onset cases is made.
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Fig. 5
Composites 850-hPa a χ and b Ψ based on 27 post 1979 pre-monsoon cyclogenesis,
applied with a 30-60 day bandpass filtering (contour interval: 0.3 10 6 m 2 s −1 ). Vectors
in a represent divergent winds while positive anomalies are shaded. Places marked
with “L” in b show the center of the trough. The position of each TC at the time of
genesis to 10 days after are also superimposed using red multiplication marks.
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Day -15

Day -10

Day -5

Onset

Day +5

Day +10 Day +15

(a) SHEAR

(b) ST 850

(c) OLR

(d) SST

Fig. 6
Horizontal maps showing differences in a VWS (m/s), b 30-60 days bandpassed
Ψ at 850-hP ( 10 6 m 2 s−1 ) , c OLR ( Wm −2 ) and d SST (K) ; between mean
composites of a coupled cases, and b decoupled cases (coupled –decoupled).
ENSO signal is removed from SST composites.
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3.4 EOF representation of the MJO
Climate variations are the results of exceedingly complex nonlinear interactions
between very many modes, characterized by nonlinearity and high dimensionality.
Consequently, a challenging task is to find ways to reduce the dimensionality of climate
systems and find the important patterns explaining their variations. Whiles several
researchers have used different methods in extracting important patterns from
atmospheric variables; the Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) (Obukhov 1947, 1960;
Lorenz 1956) technique has become the most widely applied. An index time series
known as Principal Components (PCs) is generated; derived from a statistical procedure
that uses the orthogonal transformation to convert a set of observations of possibly
correlated variables into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated variables. The simplicity
and the analytic derivation of EOF are the main reasons behind its popularity in
atmospheric science. In recent times, individual modes of variability such as the Artic
Oscillation (AO) (Thompson and Wallace 2000) and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO) (Mantua et al. 1997; Zhang et al. 1997) have been extracted using EOF
techniques. EOFs are used for MJO representation, and SST tests in this study.
EOF analyses have been widely used in many studies to identify the MJO and its
characteristics (Matthews 2000; Higgins and Shi 2000; Kessler 2001; Lo and Hendon
2000). Phase-space diagrams derived from Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs) as
described in Wheeler and Hendon (2004) can characterize the MJO’s propagation and
intensity with merely two parameters – phase and amplitude. A similar approach was
used in this study as shown in Fig. 7.
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(a)

Coupled TC-Onsets

(b)

Decoupled TC-Onsets

TC lifetime
Onset

Fig. 7
EOFs of 30-60 days bandpassed χ at 850-hPa for a coupled TC-onset cases and b
decoupled TC-onset cases, along with phase space from April through June, using PC1
and PC2. The black lines join centers of enhanced convergence. The red dots show the
onset whiles the green dots show TC lifetime. Circles mark NIO.
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Several studies have used EOFs of single tropically confined fields that have been

bandpass filtered to intraseasonal periods to identify the MJO (e.g. Maloney and
Hartmann 1998; Slingo et al. 1999; Matthews 2000; Kessler 2001). The ﬁrst measure of
the MJO as we used here was based on bandpass filtered global velocity potential
anomalies at 850-hPa. EOFs of bandpassed daily fields were computed from Apr 1
through June 30, and the principal components (PCs) were used to construct phase-space
diagrams (Fig. 7). The combination of the first two EOF’s represents a half life cycle of
the MJO, so when taken as a pair, the two PCs describe the global eastward-propagating
signal attributed to the MJO. In order to gauge the strength of the MJO at any time, the
PCs were normalized with their variances during the warm season. The EOFs then
exhibit two distinctive circulations signatures - the positive (wet) and negative (dry)
phase. The positive phase of the MJO enhances rising motion and induces lower
tropospheric convergence in the Indian Ocean-Western Pacific, whiles the negative phase
suppresses rising motion.
3.5 Regression analyses
Regression analysis is a vitally important statistical tool, with major
advancements made by both practical data analysts and statistical theorists. When we
examine the relationship between a quantitative outcome and a single quantitative
explanatory variable, simple linear regression is the most commonly considered method.
We postulate a linear relationship between the population mean of the outcome and the
value of the explanatory variable. If we let Y be some outcome, and 𝑥 is some
explanatory variable, then we can express the structural model using the equation:
𝐸(𝑌|𝑥) = 𝛽! +    𝛽! 𝑥
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where the expected value, E 𝑌 𝑥 , indicates a population mean. 𝑌|𝑥 (i.e. Y given 𝑥)
means that we are looking at the possible values of Y when 𝑥 is restricted to some single
value; 𝛽! is the intercept parameter; and 𝛽! is the slope parameter.
Using linear regression, the ENSO signal was removed from SST anomalies by
subtracting from each grid point the regression coefficient of Niño 3.4 with SST from
1979 to 2010 (Fig. 6d). A regression model was again used to illustrate the statistical
relationship between SST variations in the BoB (green boxes in Figs. 8 and 9) and
ENSO. We analyzed the mean response of BoB SST according to the magnitude and
intervention of ENSO (Figs. 8 and 9). However, our regression analyses were not done
year-round but for two seasons: 1) December-January-February (DJF) and 2) MarchApril-May (MAM). Whiles MAM is the pre-monsoon TC season in the BoB with SST
peaking in May, the effect of the El Nino Southern Oscillation on the Northern
Hemisphere is strongest during winter (DJF), as ocean temperatures worldwide are at
their warmest. DJF is also the precursor to May SST, making it an important season to
consider when looking ahead into the summer season.
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DJF

MAM

Fig. 8
Global SST regressed with BoB SST based on coupled TC-onset cases (i.e. a
composite approach). Only coupled years are used. The green box in the BoB
o
outlines the domain used (longitude 80 − 97o E and latitude 5 − 20 N). The grey
mesh masks out insignificant areas (confidence interval = 95%).
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DJF

MAM

Fig. 9
Same as Fig. 8 but for decoupled TC-onset cases. Only decoupled years are
used.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 ISO-Onset connection
To explain the aforementioned, “ISO-onset-TC connection” divulged in this
study, we first needed to establish the relationship between the MJO and the Myanmar
monsoon onset, i.e. the ISO-onset connection. Using methods outlined in chapter 3, the
composite evolution of the Myanmar monsoon rainfall is presented in Fig. 4a.
Precipitation is persistently weak before the onset (day -60) until day 0 (or May 20) when
an abrupt increase in rainfall occurs. About 15 days after the onset, a substantial decline
in rainfall is observed (monsoon break). A comparison of the rainfall evolution with the
latitude-time cross section of 850-hPa streamfunction (Ψ) anomalies (Fig. 4b) suggests
the Myanmar monsoon onset (break) occurs during the positive (negative) phase of the
MJO, represented by cyclonic (anticyclonic) circulation anomalies. This feature is
consistent with the well-known northward migration of the 30-60 days mode and its
modulation of the Indian summer monsoon. We also note that the composite monsoon
break as shown in Fig. 4a occurs within the negative phase of the MJO (Fig. 4b). It
appears unfavorable conditions associated with this phase of the MJO may be an
influencing factor in suppressing rainfall.
4.2 ISO-TC connection
Next, we investigated how the MJO influences TC formation and development in
the BoB, i.e. the ISO-TC connection. The relationship between cyclogenesis and MJO
evolution can be observed in Fig. 4b, where a majority of TCs occur within the MJO-
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enhanced monsoon trough. Furthermore, plots of TC genesis-based composites of the
horizontal distribution of χ (Fig. 5a) and Ψ (Fig. 5b) demonstrate how the MJO’s
migration relates to TC activity. The positions of each TC at the time of genesis (Day 0)
and after (Day + 5 and Day +10) are shown. As seen in Fig. 5a, ten days before a TC
genesis (Day -10), anomalous convergence associated with the MJO (positive phase)
develops over the equatorial Western Indian Ocean. After five days (Day -5), the area of
convergence shifts to India and the Indochina Peninsula. By the day of TC genesis (Day
0), the area of convergence exits India and moves farther east, centered over the Maritime
continent. Five days after genesis, the MJO associated convergence crosses the maritime
continent into the Western Pacific (Day +5), and travels farther east into the Eastern
Pacific by the tenth day (Day +10). In terms of rotational flows (Fig. 5b), areas of
cyclonic rotation (positive MJO phase) occur behind areas of convergence as the MJO
propagates eastwards, following a Gill-type dynamics. It is interesting but not surprising
that TC genesis (Day 0) occurs with the strongest MJO trough in the BoB.
4.3 ISO-Onset-TC connection
The results so far have illustrated the ISO-onset (Fig. 4) and ISO-TC (Fig. 5)
connections. However, as was found in Fig. 4b, only 11 of the 27 pre-monsoon
cyclogenesis occurred during or near the time of onset; this discrepancy suggests that, for
the monsoon onset and TC genesis to occur concurrently (ISO-onset-TC connection),
additional environmental factors must be at play. To proceed, we first needed to define
TC-onset coupling: A “coupled” onset was defined as one that occurred within 10 days
(10 days before or after) of cyclogenesis in the BoB. There are 11 of such cases as
outlined by the black box in Fig. 4b, and these are referred to as “coupled TC-onset”
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cases. The rest of the onsets or TCs are considered “decoupled” cases. Since this paper
targets the Onset-ISO-TC connection, we limited the “decoupled” cases to only onsets
that occurred within the positive phase of the MJO, without a TC occurrence within 10
days (or none at all). There are 13 such cases.
Next, the amplitude and phasing of the MJO are examined through EOF analysis.
Shown in Fig. 7a are the EOF1 patterns and their corresponding phase space diagrams for
coupled TC-onset cases (in terms of years), along with similar plots for decoupled TConset cases (Fig. 7b). The coupled cases generally boast stronger convergence/divergence
patterns in EOF1 when compared to the decoupled cases – this means the Indian OceanWestern Pacific “mode” of MJO is strong. For ease of comparison, we add a black line
that traces the center of convergence throughout all panels in the column. The line of
track in Fig. 7a is clearly “straighter” than that in Fig. 7b, suggesting that the convergence
center over the Indian Ocean-Western Pacific is more systematic and pronounced in the
coupled cases, suggesting stronger MJO convergence during coupled TC-onsets, as
opposed to decoupled events.
The shapes of the two sets of phase space diagrams are also noticeably different,
indicating a difference in the phasing and propagation of the MJO. While many of the
sequential days trace anti-clockwise in eclipsed circles around the origin in the coupled
cases (meaning EOF1 is distinctively stronger than EOF2), phase space diagrams of the
decoupled cases appear as round shaped circles ensuing from random motions of
sequential days around the origin. Thus the coupled cases feature a strong MJO cycle. On
the contrary, the decoupled cases have rounder circles resulting from relatively smaller
EOF1. The red dots reflect the time along the MJO cycle when the onset occurred, whiles
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the green dots show the TC initiation and lifetime. In the coupled cases, monsoon onsets
consistently occur during distinct MJO episodes, while in the decoupled cases, onsets
mostly take place in weak MJO phases.
4.4 MJO phase, magnitude and amplitude
To explore further the TC-onset connection, we construct onset-based χ
composites, which are presented in Fig. 10a for the coupled cases and Fig. 10b for the
decoupled cases. To facilitate comparison, a black parallel diagonal line is drawn
connecting regions of maximum convergence to illustrate the MJO propagation for the
coupled cases, shown in Fig. 10a; this line is then copied over to Figs. 10b and 10c. The
difference between the phase and magnitude of the two groups is shown in Fig. 10c
indicating strong low-level convergence over the BoB 15 days prior to TC genesis,
arguably pooling moisture and generating heat. There is seemingly a quarter-cycle phase
difference between coupled and decoupled cases; this could mean that either the phase or
the propagation speed is consistently different between the two cases. Such year-to-year
differences in the phase and magnitude of the MJO may explain why the formation of
BoB TCs is coupled with the Myanmar monsoon onset in some years but not in other
years.
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(a) Coupled

(b) Decoupled

(c) Coupled Decoupled

15 days to onset

10 days to to onset

5 days to onset

Onset

5 days after onset

10 days after onset

15 days after onset

Fig. 10
Mean composites of 850-hPa 30-60 bandpassed χ based on a coupled TC-onset
cases, b decoupled cases, and c difference between the two groups. The black
parallel lines runs across the same region on the maps in each case.
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4.5 Synoptic Conditions
The synoptic conditions influencing onsets and TC geneses in the BoB are
examined in Fig. 6, which shows the differences (coupled - decoupled) in the composite
vertical wind shear (VWS), streamfunction (Ψ), outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) and
SST. Prior to the coupled onsets, vertical wind shear is relatively weak (Fig. 6a).
Likewise, the BoB monsoon trough deepens (Fig. 6b) and surface convection intensifies
(Fig. 6c), forming conditions conducive for TC formation. Within the low-level
convergence phase of the MJO, equatorial westerlies intensify and subsequently enhance
cyclonic circulation over the BoB (Fig. 6b). Meanwhile, an upper-level anticyclone
develops (not shown) resulting in a reduction in vertical wind shear, which is favorable
for TC development (Gray 1968; Zehr 1992; DeMaria and Kaplan 1999). After the
monsoon onset, VWS increases and an anticyclone anomaly moves from the equator
replacing the cyclonic anomaly, suppressing convection while creating unfavorable
conditions for TC formation over the BoB. The timescale of these variations are
reminiscent of the MJO as well as its modulation on TC activity.
Also noteworthy is the SST variation associated with the TC-onset coupling, as is
shown in Fig. 6d. Warmer waters develop prior to and during the onset (and TC genesis).
This means increased energy fluxes towards the development of the monsoon trough that
favors TC formation. Although the SST variation hints of an MJO modulation, SST in the
BoB always maintains a critical temperature of above 27! C that is needed for tropical
cyclogenesis. Further SST warming in the BoB creates feedbacks with evaporation and
convection (Fig. 6c) while enhancing low-level convergence as seen in Fig. 5a. This leads
to destabilization of the lower troposphere resulting in a rapid intensification of the BoB
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monsoon trough. Yet, there is an apparent SST cooling after the onset, presumably due to
the post-onset and/or TC rainfall that cool the ocean surface.
4.6 SST Variability
The observed intraseasonal variation in SST is an intriguing feature. Previous
studies have shown that intraseasonal SST variations do provide MJO feedback and vice
versa (Wang and Xie 1998; Waliser et al. 1999). Using the regression methods described
in section 3.5, we examine the relationship between BoB SST (green boxes in Figs. 8 and
9) and global SST through a composite approach. We analyze the winter (DJF) and premonsoon (MAM) seasons for: 1) years in which the onset and TCs were coupled (Fig. 8)
and 2) years in which the onset and TCs were not coupled (Fig. 9). For coupled cases,
there is a discernable but rather weak ENSO signal in both seasons, while the BoB SST is
consistently warmer (Fig. 8). However, for decoupled cases (Fig. 9) the BoB SST is
cooler and yet the ENSO signal is robust. Given the removal of the ENSO signal, and our
earlier analysis showing that a stronger MJO and warmer SST favors the coupled cases,
the results from Figs. 8 and 9 suggest that the MJO tends to be stronger in the Indian
Ocean-Western Pacific during moderate ENSO events and weaker during strong ENSO
events. This finding is consistent with the observations by Hendon et al (1998) that the
overall level of MJO activity is found to be uncorrelated with El Nino except during
exceptionally warm ENSO events by which the MJO is suppressed.
A further analysis of the BoB SST using EOF (Fig. 11) reveals that, while EOF2
produces an SST pattern resembling that in the coupled TC-onset cases (Fig. 6d), it only
explained 17 % of the variance. Correlation of PC 2 with global SST suggests that there
is no significant El Nino influence (Fig. 11). It is therefore inferred that the subseasonal
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variability in SST revealed from Fig. 6d is only a response to the MJO’s propagation,
implying much of the yearly MJO variability may be internally generated.

EOF$one$

EOF$two$

Fig. 11
Correlation maps of global SST with BoB, along with EOFs extracted from the
region boarded by longitude 80E-97E and latitude 20S−20N, from 1979 to 2010,
using NCEP reanalysis data products
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have examined the extent to which the MJO modulates springtime TCs in the

BoB, the Myanmar monsoon onset, and eventually how the two are coupled in certain
ways. The monsoon tends to initiate during the positive phase of the MJO (trough in the
BoB) while the monsoon break occurs during the negative phase (ridge in the BoB). TCs
in the BoB also preferentially occur during the positive phase of the MJO. When the
MJO’s positive phase coincides with the seasonal development of the monsoon trough
during strong MJO activity seasons, TC genesis and monsoon onset are likely to occur
concurrently. The MJO activity exhibits a marked interannual variability, which can be
explained by a combination of magnitude and phasing, from which the concurrence of
TC geneses and monsoon onsets are controlled. Given the relative strengths of MJO
events in both coupled and decoupled cases, and how sensitive cyclogeneses are to
environmental conditions, it seems plausible to say that it is the phasing of the MJO that
more predominantly modulates the coupling. As the low-level convergence of the MJO
propagates through the BoB, the cyclonic anomaly develops and leads to a rapid
intensification of westerlies and influx of moisture into the BoB. This leads to the
intensification of the BoB monsoon trough. In the meantime, vertical wind shear is
reduced, thus providing a favorable environment for TCs to form.
The SST in the BoB reaches its seasonal maximum around 30! in spring. The
warm SST amplifies the MJO modulation on TC geneses through feedbacks of
evaporation and convection, and provides moisture for sustaining convection. The BoB
SST anomaly was not found to link significantly with the interannual variability of the
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MJO. However, we did find that the MJO tends to intensify during weak/moderate El
Nino events, and weaken during strong El Nino events.
Early forecasting techniques of the monsoon were essentially empirical. However
dynamical predictions of the Asian summer monsoon have advanced significantly in
recent decades, with a transition to a reliance of numerical techniques. Meanwhile, our
ability to predict monsoon onset and variability has not substantially changed over the
last few decades (Wang 2006). Many monsoon prediction and forecasting schemes use
measures of the ENSO as major predictors of monsoon variability (e.gs Shukla and
Paolina 1983; Rasmussen and Carpenter 1983). Whereas there are periods of extremely
high association between the ENSO and monsoon variability, there are decades where
there appears to be little or no association at all (Torrence and Webster 1999). Recent
studies that analyzed retrospective predictions of the NCEP Climate Forecast System
have indicated that the model could simulate the broad structure of the Asian monsoon
(Saha et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2008; Gao et al. 2011; Drbohlav and Krishnamurthy 2010).
However, some key features are missing in the hindcasts such as the shifts of the
maximum precipitation from the equator to around  15! N (Jiang et al. 2012).
Understanding the ISO-Onset-TC connection as we have discussed in this paper
could act as a good predictive tool for both monsoon and TC variability. Looking
forward, the results of this study could provide further information to augment current
predictions techniques of the monsoon during the spring and early summer season,
especially for the monsoon onset over Myanmar.
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